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Stochastic resonance improves 
vision in the severely impaired
Elena Itzcovich1,3,5, Massimo Riani1 & Walter G. Sannita2,3,4

We verified whether a stochastic resonance paradigm (SR), with random interference (“noise”) added 
in optimal amounts, improves the detection of sub-threshold visual information by subjects with 
retinal disorder and impaired vision as it does in the normally sighted. Six levels of dynamic, zero-mean 
Gaussian noise were added to each pixel of images (13 contrast levels) in which alphabet characters 
were displayed against a uniform gray background. Images were presented with contrast below the 
subjective threshold to 14 visually impaired subjects (age: 22–53 yrs.). The fraction of recognized letters 
varied between 0 and 0.3 at baseline and increased in all subjects when noise was added in optimal 
amounts; peak recognition ranged between 0.2 and 0.8 at noise sigmas between 6 and 30 grey scale 
values (GSV) and decreased in all subjects at noise levels with sigma above 30 GSV. The results replicate 
in the visually impaired the facilitation of visual information processing with images presented in SR 
paradigms that has been documented in sighted subjects. The effect was obtained with low-level image 
manipulation and application appears readily possible: it would enhance the efficiency of today vision-
improving aids and help in the development of the visual prostheses hopefully available in the future.

Stochastic resonance (SR) is a phenomenon resulting from the effect of a random or unpredictable interference 
(“noise” hereafter) on information processing in nonlinear threshold systems. Noise added in optimal amounts 
enhances the information transfer and improves the detection of sub-threshold signals; further increases in the 
amount of noise degrade the signal-to-noise ratio and reduce signal detectability; the system is said to resonate at 
a particular noise level1–7.

SR phenomena are fully coded in mathematical terms, occur in both biological and artificial systems, and 
have proved conspicuously compatible with theoretical models of neural systems, experimental neuroscience 
and sensory processing across many levels of neuronal organization1–7. Nonlinearity is a common characteristic 
of neurons and neural networks. Noise is ubiquitous in the nervous system8–10. It originates e.g. from fluctuations 
in the neurotransmitter release, number of activated postsynaptic receptors, ion concentrations, membrane con-
ductance, effects of previous action potentials, etc. Synaptic transmission is non-stationary, nonlinear and noisy 
because of the varying contributions from depolarizing and hyperpolarizing currents. Synaptic noise affects rela-
tively simple neuronal systems and small amounts of synaptic noise from dendritic synapses improve the response 
to independent, sub-threshold synaptic stimuli in agreement with the SR theory10–20.

Investigation on SR has been extensive in physiology, neuroscience, and medical science. SR phenomena 
are documented in a variety of processes ranging in complexity from neuronal membrane properties to neu-
ral coding to higher brain functions such as behavior and sensory processing5,11,21. In humans, SR paradigms 
enhance the sensitivity to weak visual signals and improve visual processing in the normally sighted. Optimally 
added random noise transfers undetectable images above threshold in the perception of sub-threshold gratings, 
ambiguous figures or letters, in the three-dimensional perception of autostereograms, and in binocular rivalry 
and improves the discrimination of motion directions4–6,22–30. In a magnetoencephalographic (MEG) study, the 
improvement in the recognition rate of meaningfull words when gaussian noise was added in proper amounts in 
a SR paradigm was paralleled by increased activation (with reduced latencies) of the response neuronal sources 
in visual cortices29.

Evidence of any effect of signal-noise interaction in optimazing visual processing in the visually impaired is 
still lacking; the purpose of this study was to verify in a pilot test whether a SR phenomenon can be induced in 
these subjects by applying experimental paradigms comparable to those validated in the normally sighted4–6,22–28.
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Material and Methods
Subjects. Fourteen subjects (age range: 22–53 yrs.; 9 females) with severe visual impairment due to retinitis 
pigmentosa (RP; 7 subjects) or disorders of other etiologies (degenerative myopia in 3 cases, optic atrophy in 3, 
one macular degeneration) were admitted to the study. Exclusion criteria were concurrent neurological or sys-
temic disorders, disabilities other than visual, treatment with (neuro)active drugs, communication problems, or 
poor collaboration. Demographics, clinical conditions and residual visual acuity (Snellen) and field are summa-
rized in Table 1. All subjects were informed in full detail about the recording procedures and gave their consent. 
The ethical principles of the Declaration of Helsinki (1964) by the World Medical Association concerning human 
experimentation were followed.

Visual Stimuli. The paradigm validated in previous studies on sighted volunteers4–6,22–26,28,29 was replicated 
with a reduced number of noise levels to adapt to the patients’ conditions and collaboration. Most SR studies 
on healthy volunteers have applied an artificial contrast threshold to set a lower limit to the subjects’ sensitiv-
ity at small contrast differences4–6,23–29. In this study, the subjects’ disabled vision was treated as equivalent to 
a higher threshold than normal31. The visual paradigm was individually modeled as the threshold each pixel 
needed to cross to become distinguishable from the background. Stimuli were in 200 × 200 pixel squares, each 
one containing an alphabetic character (C, D, H, K, N, O, R, S, V, Z) with the Sloan typeset commonly used in the 
Pelli-Robson test32; pair of similar letters, such as O-C, H-N, or R-K, were never presented in close sequence to 
avoid uncontrolled ambiguity or possible guessing. The background gray scale value (GSV) was set at 127 to be 
halfway between extremes (0–255); the foreground (letter) GSV ranged from 129 to 145 depending on the sub-
ject’s contrast sensitivity. Purpose of this limitation was to take advantage of the most linear portion of the range 
and to obtain only images with bright letters against a dark background, while avoiding saturation and changes 
in luminance depending on, and correlated with, the intensity of added noise. The grey level distribution of the 
frames composing the final videos was controlled by means of imageJ built-in grey histogram functions and the 
contrast was kept constant across noise levels. A set of 1000 images was generated for each letter by independently 
adding zero-mean Gaussian noise to each pixel, at each contrast and noise intensity level. Images were saved in 
a PNG format in order to avoid image distortion or impaird quality and subsequently used to create a video at 
20 fps, thus obtaining dynamic noise. For each contrast level, videos were made for each of the ten letters and 
six noise levels differing by their gray level sigma (s1 = 6, s2 = 12, s3 = 18, s4 = 30, s5 = 60, s6 = 90) (example in 
Fig. 1).

Experimental Paradigm. Sets of letters were displayed by a VLC media player on a Mitsubishi Diamond 
monitor for visual electrophysiology testing, with contrast and mean luminance automatically calibrated by 
way of a photometric system (mean luminance during the test: 30 cd·m−2). For each subject, the first contrast 
level below threshold, as defined in agreement with the Pelli-Robson test criteria32, or the lower contrast level 
allowed for the subject with the available gray range was identified. For this contrast level, sets of letters were 
displayed (on the same monitor and in comparable conditions) in sequence without or with noise added (6 lev-
els of noise). Images with different noise levels were presented in random sequences to normalize for the effects 
over time of adaptation, learning processes, changing attention, or fatigue. The ten-letters set was presented 

AGE 
(yrs.) SEX VISUAL DISORDER

VISUAL ACUITY RESIDUAL VISUAL FIELD

Right eye Left eye Right eye Left eye

50 M Optic atrophy (2) lp 20/200 -----------
Increased sensitivity 
threshold, diffuse 
scotoma

28 F Optic atrophy (1) lp 20/200 ------------ Lower field increased 
sensitivity threshold

BOTH EYES

49 F Degenerative myopia (3) 20/200 20/200 Central and diffuse deep scotoma

53 M Retinitis pigmentosa (3) 20/125 20/125 Tubular visual field (~2°)*

49 M Retinitis pigmentosa (2) 20/200 cf Tubular visual field (~5°)*

33 F Retinitis pigmentosa (2) 20/200 20/125 Tubular visual field (~5°)*

45 M Retinitis pigmentosa (3) 20/200 cf Central scotoma; peripheral limits at 20°

34 F Optic atrophy (1) 20/200 cf Tubular visual field (~4°)*

25 F Retinitis pigmentosa (2) 20/200 cf Tubular visual field (~5°)*

51 F Macular degeneration (3) 20/63 20/125 Central scotomata

44 F Retinitis pigmentosa (1) 20/200 cf Tubular visual field (2°)* and multiple 
scotoma

27 F Retinitis pigmentosa (1) 20/200 20/200 Tubular visual field (~5°)*

22 M Degenerative myopia (3) lp 20/200 Increased sensitivity threshold and 
diffuse scotoma

30 F Degenerative myopia (3) 20/200 cf Increased sensitivity threshold and 
multiple scotoma

Table 1. Summary demographics and clinical conditions. Reported onset of visual disorder: 1, infancy; 2, 
adolescence; 3, adulthood. *Estimated by Goldman perimeter. cf: count fingers. lp: perception of light.
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twice to each subject for a total of 20 letters per noise level and subjects were instructed to report the letter 
presented on the screen. Each letter remained displayed long enough to comply with the subject’s adaptation 
to the task and allow recognition, but to a maximum of 50 seconds; multiple guessing were not permitted. The 
letter was then removed and a 1-min rest was allowed between presentations. The distance at which the subject 
could comfortably read the best contrasted letters was defined at the beginning of the experimental session 
and remained unchanged during the test session (70 to 85 cm; central 7.0° of monitor). The room was dimly 
illuminated.

Three subjects accepted to repeat the experimental session after a 2-wks. interval and are compared in Fig. 2.

Results
Under the stimulus conditions, the fraction of recognized letters ranged among subjects between 0 and 0.3 
at baseline (with zero noise); it increased in all subjects when noise was added. Maximum recognition ranged 
between 0.2 and 0.8 at noise levels between 6 and 30 sigmas. The average Χ2 was 13.183; the improvement 
observed at the optimal noise levels was significant at the p < 0.05 level compared to baseline in 10 subjects 
when tested individually, at the p = 0.90 level in one, and not significant in three subjects (Table 2). Pooling 
together all subjects at all noise levels resulted in a Χ2 of 24.3111 (p = 8.1965e-07). The recognition rate 
decreased in all subjects at noise levels above 30 sigmas (Fig. 2). There was an inverse trend between the recog-
nition rate at baseline and the difference between baseline and the peak values (R2 = 0.5604) due to the larger 
improvement in the subjects with lower recognition level at baseline; individual differences and a possible 
ceiling effect are to be investigated in larger subject samples (Fig. 3). The optimal noise level was not predicted 
by the subject’s contrast sensitivity at the Pelli-Robson testing. No correlation with age, sex, residual visual 
field, or time from diagnosis of the disease was observed. The subjects with RP (n = 7) did not differ from those 
with other retinal disorders by improvement in the recognition rate (0.36 ± 0.19 and 0.42 ± 0.25, respectively) 
or optimal noise level. The fraction of recognized letters vs. added noise featured a SR-like curve also in the 
second experimental sessions of the three subjects who volunteered to be re-tested; the individual curves of 
each subjects were comparable (Fig. 2).

The mean luminance of letters and background was kept constant during the experimental session and 
across noise levels. For each threshold level, the numbers of pixel crossing threshold were predicted from the 
portion of the tails of a Gaussian distribution centered on the gray area (either letter or background) that 
would fall beyond this threshold. The numbers of pixels crossing the perceptive threshold in the letters area 
(true positives) or in the background (false positives) were estimated for each threshold level. The fractions 
of true and false positives both increased with sigma for any fixed threshold, eventually reaching a plateau 
at sigma around 50; the improvement in letter recognition was to a substantial extent accounted for by their 
difference. In the example shown in Fig. 4, the difference reaches a maximum at a noise level with sigma = 12 
in agreement with the subjects’ improvement in the fraction of recognize letters and the requirements for a 
SR phenomenon.

Discussion
Gaussian noise added in optimal amounts increased the fraction of recognized subtreshold letters by subjects with 
disorders causing severe visual impairment. The effect proved a function of the noise level1–6 and depended on the 
higher percentage of pixels crossing threshold in the area of displayed letters than in the background. This statis-
tical condition is assimilable to a stochastic resonance phenomenon, with peak effects at noise levels compatible 
with those that have proven optimal in normally sighted subjects4–6,22–28.

Additional research by functional neuroimaging or electrophysiological/MEG techniques is needed to 
replicate previous observations in healthy subjects29 and correlate psychophysics to the neuronal mechanims 
possibly underlying (residual) vision in the visually impaired. The mechanims serving visual information 
processing are nonetheless known to depend in several instances on signal/noise interaction consistent with 
the SR paradigm. The sensitivity of the retina bipolar ON cells is enhanced in vertebrates by sub-threshold, 
otherwise undetectable light stimulation; this effect is mediated by cGMP-activated channels and facilitating 
feedback mechanisms that transfer signals above background33. Neuronal membrane noise promotes spiking 
and contributes to the contrast invariance of orientation tuning in V1

34. Also consistent with a SR paradigm 
are the processes improving detection of weak signals in the context-dependent response of activated cortical 
cells34. Noise-induced linearization in the visual system is thought to result from neuronal membrane charac-
teristics associated with weak modulation of membrane voltage or to originate from low-pass phenomena34–36. 
SR promoted accuracy and efficiency in online brain-control tasks by decreasing the contributions from the 
threshold non-linearity and increased coherence37. SR phenomena have been observed in a variety of processes 

Figure 1. Examples of stimuli without (first left) and with added noise at the indicated intensity levels. Only the 
central letters were reported by subjects.
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ranging in complexity from neuronal membrane properties to to higher brain functions5,11,21. A role of the 
(spared) neuroretina cannot be excluded in our subjects but remains inferential, while the retinal or optic 
nerve damage suggests the SR facilitation to occur at brain level. A suggested neurophysiological mechanism 
is increased synchronization that SR may mediate in, or result of neural (phase) synchronization within the 
visual system29,32,36–40. In this regard, our findings are congruent with the identification of the visual cortices as 
the locus of SR phenomena in binocular and multisensory study paradigms30,41–44 and with studies making use 
of transcranial magnetic stimulation to inject white noise directly into neuronal processing at cortical level45,46. 
Images with dynamic Gaussian noise at spatial frequency (>45 cycle/degrees) incompatible with the human 
contrast sensitivity function activate the visual cortex47. Some general compatibility of visual processing with, 
or intrinsic adaptation to the SR paradigm seems conceivable; it would be in line with the SR modeling brain 
functions48,49, as well as with the observation that the individual subject’s contrast sensitivity did not predict 
the optimal noise level in this study.

Some degree of residual modulation of the sensory input throughout the visual system is also known to be 
possible in the visually impaired. RP is a progressive dystrophic disorder of retinal photoreceptors that triggers 

Figure 2. Fraction of recognized letters versus added noise (sigma); TOP: individual curves. The first [dots] 
and second [squares) sessions of the three subjects who repeated the test are compared in inset. BOTTOM left: 
mean across subiects and SE. BOTTOM right: average curves and SE of subjects with peak improvement at 
sigmas 6 (n = 3), 12 (n = 5), 18 (n = 3) or 30 (n = 3) shown separately. The chance level is indicated. In all cases, 
the curves of the recognition rate vs added noise level were assimilable to a SR phenomenon.
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loss of function in these structures while leaving the neuroretina and visual pathways unaffected and with residual 
capability to process and transfer visual information4–6,22–28,50–54. Higher-level visual function is reportedly pos-
sible55 and passive viewing is known to recruit relatively large networks in the occipital and temporal lobes also 
in the visually impaired adult56. Electrophysiological responses originating from the retinal ganglion cells and 
the visual cortex have been recorded from subjects with RP severely impairing visual acuity; miscoding in visual 
information processing has been suggested57.

The improved recognition of alphabet letters in a SR paradigm fits in this scenario. It suggests that add-
ing noise into the visual sensory channel in optimal amounts can result in improved signal transmission and 
optimized neuronal synchronization at the single neuron level and/or large-scale synchronization of cortical 
neurons30,58,59 also in subjects with visual disorders. Further, systematic research is mandatory. However, the 

Χ2 p

1 29.0426 7.08E-08

2 31.2992 2.21E-08

3 29.0426 7.08E-08

4 4.5989 0.031993

5 44.3902 2.69E-11

6 6.7684 0.009279

7 0.68603 0.40752

8 1.2435 0.26479

9 7.7726 0.005305

10 7.7119 0.005486

11 9.5058 0.002048

12 1.4594 0.22703

13 2.8701 0.090239

14 8.1712 0.004256

Table 2. Χ2 computed for each subject’s maximum recognition fraction versus baseline.

Figure 3. difference between baseline and the peak increase in recognition versus baseline.
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SR paradigm proved efficient in this study with image manipulations at low level of complexity. SR has been 
applied in the processing of heavily degraded images60 and appears readily applicable in order to improve 
efficacy of electronic low vision aids currently used to support the visually impaired and the rehabilita-
tion procedures. Application in developing the retinal prostheses hopefully available in the future is also 
conceivable61–66.
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